EULAR 2019 @ MADRID

➢ Oral presentations and posters
➢ “The young rheumatologist” sessions
➢ Activities and get together
➢ Mentor/Mentee meetings
➢ EULAR-EMEUNET Ambassador Programme
➢ Country Liaison Meeting
➢ Educational Events
Dear young rheumatologists and researchers,

We are delighted to present to you with a new issue of EMEUNews, focusing on a selection of Do Not Miss abstracts, sessions and events at EULAR 2019.

The EULAR Congress is the largest scientific event in rheumatology. To help you get the most out of it, we provide a selection of interesting oral presentations and posters chosen by EMEUNET Working Group members. We also include selections from health professionals in rheumatology and PARE members. Although the abstracts represent a personal and inevitably limited selection from the vast amount of information to be presented, we believe that our selections will provide some inspiration to attendees.

This newsletter also contains details about exciting networking events and opportunities organized by EMEUNET during the Congress. As EMEUNET is celebrating its 10-year anniversary this year, a special ‘anniversary dinner’ will take place during the Congress.

EMEUNET will hold its usual booth within the EULAR Village. Come to meet us and get more information for our network and activities. In addition to our physical presence, EMEUNET will also be active on social media including Facebook and Twitter during the Congress. Check out our pages for more information!

If this is your first contact with EMEUNET, we invite you to explore more and join us. If you are already part of our community, we kindly remind you that “sharing is caring”. Spread the word about our activities and work, and help us reach more young colleagues.

We hope you enjoy reading this newsletter. We welcome all feedback, comments, suggestions, and contributions.

We wish you a prolific and successful EULAR 2019. See you in Madrid!

Casper Webers and Antonis Fanouriakis, on behalf of the Newsletter Subgroup